oven mitt
the perfect

5 CM
2 INCH
Layering + Cutting Instructions:

1. Make a quilt sandwich with these 4 layers, and pin together in this order:
   - Lining fabric (right side facing down on the table).
   - Quilt batting* (cotton or other)
   - Quilted Ironing Board Cover Fabric (silver side facing up).
   - Outer fabric (right side facing up).

2. Quilt the layers together with lines or decorative stitches.

3. Cut (2) mirror images of the pattern from the quilt sandwich.

*Note: Quilt batting is an additional layer to what is shown in the video. You may choose to add this or not. It will make the project slightly more bulky to sew. But the added layer is nice for ample heat protection on your oven mitt. I recommend.